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Institutions versus  
Exchange Rate Policy

Believe those who seek the truth. Doubt those who �nd it.

—André Gide, French author and 1947
Nobel Prize winner in literature 

Theories about the determinants of growth come and go. Over the years, there 
have been three broad trends. The first was that geography was seen to dictate 
the fortunes of nations. The second, made popular by John Maynard Keynes 
in the mid-1930s, was that governments could affect the shape of things to 
come through policy. This theory held sway until the end of the 20th century, 
when a new theory was championed—the role of institutions. The crisis of 2008 
and the Great Recession that followed led to a resurrection of the Keynesian 
emphasis on policy. As an explanation for long-term trends in economic 
growth, however, this revival is likely to be short lived. And attention is likely 
to turn back to the role of institutions.

Good institutions help facilitate business, establish fair rules of the game, 
and enhance competition. There is some circularity to this logic—that is, 
countries that are wealthy today are also likely to have had good institutions, 
however defined, in the past. Could it be that higher incomes result in better 
institutions, rather than the other way around? A voluminous amount of 
research in recent years has addressed this very question and has helped to 
break the circularity by isolating the causative role of institutions in generating 
higher growth.1 The pioneers in this effort were Robert Hall and Charles Jones 
(1999), and Daron Acemoglu, Simon Johnson, and James Robinson, who 
wrote the first article in a series of papers in 2001. Others have used their data 
and found similar results. Hence, the near consensus that institutions “rule.” 
Today, any model testing a potential determinant of growth either theoretically 
or empirically is benchmarked by the inclusion in the model of institutions.

1. This literature has exploded in the past decade, especially since 2006. Rare is a conference 
without some paper detailing the virtues of institutions or governance.
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This chapter tests the importance of institutions against the main argu-
ments of this book: that currency valuation is a major determinant of growth, 
that some key countries are following the policy of undervaluing their way 
to prosperity, and that this policy has been taken to a mercantilist extreme. 
This book makes the case that currency undervaluation works and works so 
well that policymakers cry foul when any country engages in a “currency war.” 
This chapter subjects that hypothesis to the test against institutions. How do 
institutions perform in the presence of currency valuation? And does currency 
valuation matter in the presence of good institutions?

The Conventional Wisdom

The role of institutions in growth has been analyzed in many different ways 
and has involved all the important determinants of growth—geography, 
demography, and policy. The near universal conclusion has been that institu-
tions matter, and that policy does not. The following is representative of this 
conclusion that “institutions rule.” 

We estimate the respective contributions of institutions, geography, and trade 
in determining income levels around the world, using recently developed 
instruments for institutions and trade. Our results indicate that the quality 
of institutions “trumps” everything else. Once institutions are controlled for, 
measures of geography have at best weak direct effects on incomes, although 
they have a strong indirect effect by influencing the quality of institutions. 
Similarly, once institutions are controlled for, trade is almost always insignifi-
cant, and often enters the income equation with the “‘wrong” (i.e., negative) 
sign, although trade too has a positive effect on institutional quality. (Rodrik, 
Subramanian, and Trebbi 2002, i)

In fact, the overwhelming weight of opinion is not only that institutions 
matter most, but that they may be the only thing that matters:

[W]e are struck by the way that endowments and policies have no independent 
effect once we control for institutions, contrary to a number of stories, and 
that institutional quality seems to be a sufficient statistic for accounting for 
economic development. (Easterly 2002, 33)

In its survey of studies pertaining to the effect of institutions on growth, 
the International Monetary Fund concludes: 

The key finding from the empirical analysis…is that institutional quality has 
a significant impact on economic performance. This result holds whether 
performance is measured by cross-country difference in the level of income 
per capita, in growth rates, or in the volatility of growth. Specifically, improve-
ments in institutions lead to higher incomes, stronger growth, and lower 
volatility. These results are quite robust and are independent of the specific 
measure of institutional quality adopted: similar results emerge whether 
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one focuses on political, legal, or economic institutions. Moreover, the rela-
tionships hold across all the main regions, and are not driven by one or two 
specific country groups…. The analysis also indicates the presence of “catch-
up” or convergence effects. While countries at all levels of development would 
benefit from stronger institutions, the impact of institutional improvement 
growth appears to be strongest for countries starting from a lower level of 
economic development. This result further emphasizes the need for institu-
tional strengthening to be at the forefront of efforts to improve growth and 
reduce poverty, particularly among the low-income countries. A key question 
then is how to create a “virtuous circle” whereby policies are put in place to 
strengthen institutions, and stronger institutions help support and sustain 
better policies. (IMF 2003, 111–12)

The emphasis on institutions displaced the role of policy, as noted in 
several key studies: 

A striking aspect of these regressions is the relatively minor evidence of a direct 
role for conventional government policies. Instead, the most important deter-
minants of growth appear to be factors that cannot be changed substantially 
in the short run. (Bosworth and Collins 2003, 159)

The new growth literature, using both endogenous growth and neoclas-
sical models, has generated strong claims for the effect of national policies 
on economic growth. Empirical work on policies and growth has tended to 
confirm these claims. This paper casts doubt on this claim for strong effects of 
national policies, pointing out that such effects are inconsistent with several 
stylized facts and seem to depend on extreme observations in growth regres-
sions. (Easterly 2005, 2)

The World Bank reached a similar conclusion about institutions but held 
out hope that government policies can work—provided they operate within 
good institutions!

Recent empirical research has found that, when a measure of institutional 
quality is included in cross-country regressions, the explanatory power of 
other variables, including all measures of policies, becomes negligible…. This 
reasoning suggests that good institutions matter more for growth than do 
good policies. From a syndrome viewpoint, it is easy to see that this is not an 
assertion that “policies don’t matter”—of course they do. Rather the question 
is whether good policies can be sustained and implemented in the absence 
of adequate public sector organizations and institutions. (World Bank 2005, 
49–50)

This brief survey of the literature documents the near-universal acceptance 
of the conventional wisdom that policies are not important unless they operate 
within an improved institutional setting, and that the number one policy 
choice facing developing economies today, especially the poorest ones, is how 
best to import, introduce, and/or improve largely Western-style institutions.
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New Evidence

It is worth reexamining the evidence in favor of institutions and its conclu-
sions. And the best instrument for doing so is policy—specifically, policy that 
promotes exchange rate undervaluation. Daron Acemoglu, Simon Johnson, 
James Robinson, and Yunyong Thaicharoen (2003) specifically examine the 
effect of currency valuation on growth. They use the Dollar-Easterly measure 
for exchange rate valuation, which, as previous chapters show, is likely to 
contain large measurement errors.2 As a result, Acemoglu et al. (2003) may have 
mistakenly concluded that policy in the form of exchange rate valuation does 
not matter and that institutions do matter. In addition to reestimating their 
model using the currency valuation measure introduced here, various other 
tests are conducted of the proposition that institutions matter for growth.

Testing for the role of institutions is complicated by the problem of simul-
taneity—institutions affect growth, and vice versa. In contrast, geography is 
truly exogenous, and so there is no simultaneity between geography and 
growth—growth does not cause rainfall or sunshine, although rainfall can 
affect land productivity and therefore standards of living. This is almost the 
same for government policy, especially over long periods. 

Not surprisingly, therefore, research has concentrated on identifying vari-
ables that affect one of the simultaneously related variables but not the other. 
In this instance, the challenge is to explain differences in current standards 
of living, and so there is need for a variable that affects institutions but not 
economic growth. Over the last decade, several instruments and measures 
have been identified. Each has its advantages and disadvantages. The approach 
taken here is to assemble a large and varied set of measures and instruments, to 
pair them with each other, and then to evaluate the net importance, or effect, 
of each institution proxy. 

Institutional Measures

There are two broad categories of institutions, representing the presence of a 
particular political or economic freedom. And there are several measures, or 
proxies, for these two types of institutions, or their combinations. 

Political Freedom

The oldest political institution measure is the Gastil index of political freedom 
published by Freedom House (2011). Separate indices are available for political 
and civil liberties from 1973 onward. In recent years, another such measure, 
the Polity IV dataset maintained by the University of Maryland, has gained in 
popularity. It has several different measures of political freedom such as the 
degree of autocracy and the magnitude of executive constraints, among others. 

2. See chapter 4 for a brief background on Dollar-Easterly.
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For some measures, and some countries, the data go back at least 100 years. In 
1996, the World Bank also started to publish indices of governance, including 
subindices of such indicators as the rule of law.

The argument about the importance of political freedom is straightfor-
ward and best explained by reference to a counterfactual. In a society with low 
levels of political freedom, the welfare of the people is a function of both how 
benign and how forward-looking the dictator is. The probability of having both 
qualities in the dictator is very small. Simply put, for every good dictator there 
may be 10 bad dictators. The odds for economic success must be higher in soci-
eties that can throw out bad leaders. This is also the logic behind the executive 
constraint measure in the Polity dataset—the presence of checks and balances. 

Related to the concept of checks and balances are other measures that 
gauge legal and bureaucratic structures.3 Different legal systems can affect 
the incentive structures. For example, the British system may provide greater 
impetus to private entrepreneurship than the French system. If the legal system 
is friendly to litigation, then the costs of economic transactions (the costs of 
doing business) may rise, and growth may decline. Analogously, when citizens 
have to jump through several bureaucratic hoops (and maybe bribe several 
officials) to start a new business, economic activity is slowed, and investment 
and output are likely to be lower, other things equal. 

Economic Freedom 

The second and possibly the most important category of institutions involves 
those that enhance economic freedom; within this set, institutions that 
preserve private property rights are prominent. Individuals will neither lend 
nor invest if they feel that there is a high probability that their assets (invest-
ments) will be expropriated. Institutions (or laws) that help preserve property 
rights are expected to be conducive to private gain, investment, and growth. 

Freedom House started publishing an economic freedom index in 1997, 
and both the Heritage Foundation and Fraser Institute also publish indices 
of economic freedom. The original institutions index (a form of economic 
freedom) is the expropriation index published by the International Country 
Risk Guide (ICRG) (PRS Group, various years), which is used by both Hall and  
Jones (1999) and Acemoglu et al. (2003).

Colonial Heritage 

I was among the first to examine, using instrument variables, the joint rela-
tionship between political freedom and growth (Bhalla 1997a).4 The argument 

3. Rafael La Porta, Florencio López-de-Silanes, Andrei Shleifer, and Robert Vishny (1998) evaluate 
the impact on growth of various legal institutions (Anglo-Saxon, German, and Scandinavian).

4. The 1997 publication date of the article is somewhat misleading, given that it was presented at 
the Nobel Symposium Conference in September 1994.
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is that political freedom affects growth and growth most likely increases the 
demand for political freedom. An “identification” variable is needed to break 
the simultaneity. There was reason to believe that the presence or absence of 
colonialism and the nature of the institutions of the colonizer in the 19th 
century affected the degree of political freedom in the colonized economy after 
World War II. Hence, colonization is used as a “perfect” identifying variable, 
introducing colonialism as an identifier for the institution of political liber-
ties. Further, colonialism is partitioned into three separate categories: colo-
nized by the British but residing in Africa, colonized by Britain but residing 
outside Africa, and colonized by the French. 

Colonial heritage has since become a popular identification variable, partic-
ularly for institutions. Colonial heritage in a slightly varied form is the basis of 
the “legal origin” identification variable used by La Porta et al. (1998) to classify 
countries by legal system. There is a strong correlation between a country’s colo-
nial power and its legal system, but there are some exceptions, including uncolo-
nized countries such as Ethiopia and Thailand and former British colonies such 
as Egypt, which ended up using the French legal system.

For Acemoglu et al. (2003), the identification variable is not colonialism 
but a variable strongly related to colonialism—the settler mortality rate, or the 
rate of mortality of those who settled in the colonies. This mortality rate deter-
mined whether white colonialists settled in the colonies over the long term 
(as in the United States) or did not (as in Ghana and India). They examine 
the colonial heritage of four developed economies—Australia, Canada, New 
Zealand, and the United States—and consider them to be the same as, say, 
India. Another identification variable they use is the fraction of white settler 
population in about 1900.

Indices of ethnic fragmentation also have been used to identify institu-
tions. The null hypothesis is that if a society is ethnically fragmented, then it 
is more liable to have bad institutions and therefore lower growth. Acemoglu 
et al. (2003) also use the population density in 1500 as an identification vari-
able—the larger the population density in 1500, the less likely the invaders were 
to settle, because of competition from the existing population. The hypothesis 
is that in more densely populated countries there was a lower probability that 
white settlers would stay for the long term and therefore a higher probability 
that institutions would have less capacity. These two variables (or variants 
thereof)—colonial heritage and ethnic fragmentation—are now standard in 
the literature. There are also two new identification variables—education and 
middle class in 1850.5

Instruments for Measuring Institutions

Seven institutions were selected for analysis. Three of these are popular polit-
ical institution indices: two measures from the Polity data (the overall polity 

5. I explore the importance of these variables in Bhalla (forthcoming).
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index and the index on executive constraints) and one from Freedom House 
(the average of political and civil liberties). Two economic institution variables 
were selected: the ICRG index of expropriation risk6 and the economic freedom 
index published by Freedom House. Finally, two composite institution indices 
(combining economic and political freedom) were selected: the World Bank 
composite index of governance and the Heritage Foundation index.7

Eight instruments were selected. Four instruments are directly or indi-
rectly related to colonialism: colonial heritage per se (whether colonized or 
not), settler mortality, legal origin, and the fraction of white settler population 
in 1900. One additional instrument is indirectly related to colonial heritage, 
population density in 1500. The sixth instrument is ethnic fragmentation. The 
seventh and eighth instruments are the mean education levels in 1850 and the 
fraction of the population that was middle class in 1850.

Institutions and Growth: Revisiting the Evidence

As introduced and discussed by Acemoglu et al. (2003), the econometric rela-
tionships are as follows. The level of income per capita is a function of institu-
tions and other determinants: 

log Yi = α + β × CIi + δ × Xi + εi, (11.1)

where Y is income per capita, CI is the proxy variable for the presence of current 
institutions, X is a vector of other covariates, and εi is a random error term. It 
is very likely that CIi and Yi are strongly correlated, thus resulting in a simul-
taneous equation bias. However, if a variable is found that is related to CI but 
not to Y, then use of this instrument variable can yield unbiased estimates of 
the coefficient of interest, namely, β. And if β is significant, then we have proof 
that institutions help determine how rich or poor a particular country is at any 
point in time. Acemoglu et al. (2003) choose the settler mortality rate as their 
preferred instrument for the institution measure.

In a rather detailed examination of the Acemoglu et al. (2003) settler 
mortality data, David Albouy (2006) offers new estimates of settler mortality 
for a few countries. He concludes that their finding of a significant role for 
institutions is extremely sensitive to their settler mortality data and to the 
inclusion of two additional geography variables: average temperature and the 
minimum monthly rainfall in a year. Albouy found their results to be fragile 
with respect to the statistical significance of institutions (expropriation risk) 
in an equation explaining levels of income per capita around 2000.

6. This is the ICRG variable used by Acemoglu et al. (2003) and others; it pertains to the level of 
expropriation risk in the 1980s. See appendix A for details.

7. Both the Heritage Foundation indices and the Freedom House data on political and civil liber-
ties—the Gastil index—rank countries from good to bad from 1 upward; that is, the higher the 
number, the worse the index. These have been converted to conform with the notion that a higher 
value corresponds to better institutions. 
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Acemoglu et al. (2003) separately test for the importance of institutions 
in explaining economic growth rather than the level of income. They consider 
three macroeconomic indicators as independent variables in an equation 
explaining growth from 1970 to1997: log (inflation), share of government 
consumption in GDP, and currency valuation. They find that exchange rate 
undervaluation is insignificant, and the wrong sign, in explaining growth in 
their sample of ex-colonies (Acemoglu et al. 2003, table 7). The coefficient 
value was 0.001 with a standard error of 0.02. Similar results are reported by 
IMF (2003). In the IMF models, exchange rate undervaluation is only occa-
sionally significant in explaining growth. The IMF uses the same currency 
valuation variable (Dollar-Easterly) as Acemoglu et al. As pointed out earlier, 
this measure may contain large measurement errors and therefore is not the 
measure of choice to test for the relationship between institutions, macroeco-
nomic variables, and growth.

Table 11.1 outlines results parallel to those contained in Acemoglu et 
al. (2003, table 7). The macrovariables employed are the same: currency valu-
ation (model 1), share of government consumption in GDP (model 2), and 
(log) average inflation (model 3). Each model is tested with the same institu-
tion variable (executive constraints from the Polity data) and the same identi-
fication variable ((log) settler mortality). The only additional variables in the 
model are the currency valuation variables from Bhalla (2007a).

The Acemoglu et al. (2003) results are confirmed for the lack of signifi-
cance using the Dollar-Easterly currency valuation variable. However, the 
nonlinear Bhalla (2007a) currency valuation variable is always significant, 
often at the 1 percent level of confidence, and it has nearly the same coefficient 
across models. These results indicate that both institutions and currency valu-

66 BOOK TITLE

Table 11.1     Institutions and growth, 2010 and 1980–2010

Model

Institution =  
Executive  
constraint

Instrument = log (settler mortality rate in 19th century)

Currency valuation

Government  
consumption

Average 
in�ation

Bhalla 
(2007)

Dollar-
Easterly

Model 1L 1.61*** 0.007

Model 1G 1.04*** –0.024***

Model 2L 1.46*** 0.015 –0.202***

Model 2G 0.99*** –0.024*** –0.094***

Model 3L 1.62*** 0.007 0.075

Model 3G 0.98*** –0.024*** –0.445

Notes: Statistical signi�cance: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Models with subscript L have log per capita 
income in 2010 as the dependent variable; with subscript G, the dependent variable is the growth in per capita 
GDP, 1980–2010. Model 2 has share of government consumption in GDP and model 3 has average annual in�a-
tion as additional independent variables in the two-stage least squares (2SLS) regression.

Source: Bhalla (2007a) dataset extended to 2011.
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ation matter for growth. This result is for one combination of instruments, 
institutions, and sample selection. If the four developed economies—Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, and the United States—are excluded from the Acemoglu 
et al. sample, the institution variable is rendered insignificant at even the 10 
percent level of confidence in regressions involving the Bhalla (2007a) currency 
valuation variable.

The results are striking in rejecting the “institutions rule” theory. Of 12 
models tested, the institution variable is not statistically significant in two 
models; it is statistically significant at the 10 percent level in five models, at the 
5 percent level in four models, and at the 1 percent level in only one model. In 
contrast, the Bhalla (2007a) currency valuation variable is always significant, 
and often at the 1 percent level. In no specification does the Dollar-Easterly 
real exchange rate variable even approach significance.

However, this may not be a proper test of the impact of currency valua-
tion since the variable was entered in a form involving construction bias. Tests 
without this bias are reported below.

A complete evaluation of the hypothesis that only institutions matter, 
that only currency valuations matter, or that both matter, involves a series 
of tests using various combinations of institutions, instruments, and sample 
sizes. In addition, models are evaluated with two different, but related, vari-
ables. The level of the standard of living at a point in time is simply the cumu-
lative growth over a long period of time. Consequently, two different variables 
are used to represent development in a country: the level of income per capita 
in a particular end year (2010), or the rate of growth per capita over a long 
period (1980 to 2010). 

In addition, three different sample selections are made: first, the Acemoglu 
et al. (2003) 64-country dataset; second, data for 136 countries (excluding small 
countries and those with data problems, see chapter 2); and third, the devel-
oping-country dataset, which is an 88-country subsample of the 136 countries.

For each institution index and each instrument, nine models are esti-
mated. The first four models pertain to regressions where the dependent vari-
able is the “terminal” or 2010 level of (log) income per capita. For these level 
regressions, the first model (model 1) is the base regression, that is, log(Y) = a + 
b × Institution, estimated as an instrument variable regression with one selected 
instrument; the second model adds latitude, the third model adds tempera-
ture and average rainfall (but no latitude), and the fourth model adds latitude, 
temperature, and rainfall. 

With growth as the dependent variable, two models comprise the estima-
tion of the growth model without (model 5) and with initial currency valua-
tion (model 6).

Growth Y ’ = a + bo × Y0 + b × Institution + c × initial currency valuation, (11.2)

where Y0 is log income per capita in 1980, Y ’ is growth per capita for 1980–
2010, and initial currency valuation is the level in 1980. To this model 6, three 
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other models are added as for the level regressions reported above—latitude, 
temperature and average rainfall, and latitude plus temperature plus rain-
fall (models through 9). This accounts for a total of nine models. Four of the 
models (6 through 9) involve initial currency valuation. To each of these four 
models, mean change in currency valuation is added, with the average change 
in the worker population ratio as an instrument (models 10 through 13). 

The goal is to comprehensively evaluate the several indices of institutions 
and the several measures of instruments. Separate regressions are run for each 
separate match of institutions and instruments; in the end, results are evalu-
ated for the entire set of models/regressions both with and without the pres-
ence of currency valuation variables. There are thus a total of 13 models, 7 
institutions, 8 instruments, and 3 datasets, for a total of 2,184 regressions. 
In addition, the Hansen overidentification (exclusion criterion) test involved 
pairing each instrument with another. 

Tables 11.2 and 11.3 present the summary results for institutions and 
instruments, respectively. The results are presented in terms of the percentage 
of models passing each stage, and three stages are reported. Stage 1 is whether 
the instrument was statistically significant in explaining variations in the insti-
tution in the first stage of the two-stage least squares regression. For example, 
in 71 percent of all models estimated, the instruments were successful in 
explaining the World Bank institutions index.8 In stage 2, the World Bank 
institutions index is significant in 49 percent of the cases. A joint pass of both 
stages reduces the success rate to 43 percent. This ratio is further reduced to 
29 percent because of the rejection of models in which the selected instrument 
affects the institution selected as well as the level (or growth) of income per 
capita. This third and final stage is a robust test for the influence of institu-
tions on growth. 

The World Bank institutions index and the economic freedom indices 
represented by the Fraser Institute and ICRG (expropriation risk) perform 
best, with an aggregate success ratio between 29 and 30 percent. The political 
freedom variables perform worst, with a success ratio in the low to middle 
teens. Among the instruments, the most successful is the share of the middle 
class in 1850 (32 percent) followed by colonial heritage, 24 percent (table 11.3). 
The mortality index introduced by Acemoglu et al. (2003) is significant in 
only 21 percent of cases, about the same ratio as ethnic fragmentation and the 
overall average. In only 22 percent of cases are institutions a significant factor 
in explaining growth. This is considerably less than the prior expectation that 
institutions rule.

Some models have policy variables (currency valuation) and some do not. 
The presence of these policy variables—CV or initial currency valuation in 
1980 and dCV or mean change in currency valuation between 1980 and 2010—
further sharply dents the importance of institutions (table 11.4). In models 
without the policy variable, the institutions variable is significant in 43 percent 

8. Success is taken to be significance at the 5 percent level of confidence.
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Table 11.2     Importance of institutions in explaining growth  
(pass percent)

Institution/source

Stage 1:  
Ordinary 

least 
squares

Stage 2: 
Two-stage 

least 
squares

Stages            
1 and 2

Final           
pass  

percentage

All 48 32 29 22

Economic freedom

Fraser Institute 78 48 45 30

Heritage Foundation 33 30 23 21

World Bank 71 49 43 29

International Country Risk Guide  
   (ICRG) 

66 44 40 30

Political freedom

Freedom House 27 17 15 13

Polity IV: Democracy 28 16 15 13

Polity IV: Executive constraints 32 21 19 17

Notes: Stage 1 implies that the coe�cient of instrument for institution is signi�cant in the �rst stage of the 
OLS regression; stage 2 implies that the coe�cient of institution is signi�cant in the second stage of the 2SLS 
regression; stages 1 and 2 imply that coe�cients in both stages are signi�cant; �nal pass percentage shows the 
percentage of models that pass the Hansen overidenti�cation test.

68 BOOK TITLE

Table 11.3     Importance of instruments in explaining growth   
(pass percent)

Instrument

Stage 1:                        
Ordinary 

least squares

Stage 2:                                  
Two-stage 

least squares
Stages 1 

and 2

Final           
pass  

percentage

All 48 32 29 22

Colonialism 54 34 33 24

Ethnic fragmentation 28 41 25 20

Legal origin 42 12 12 9

Log settler mortality 31 38 31 21

Log population density in 1500 33 16 14 13

Mean years of education in 1850 71 25 24 20

Percent middle class in 1850 55 39 36 32

Percent white settlers in 1900 57 30 27 21

Note: See table 11.2.

Source: Bhalla (2007a) dataset extended to 2011.
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of the cases; but when these models include currency valuation, the percent of 
institutional variables passing a significance test drops to only 18 percent—not 
as universally strong or robust as claimed. 

Among instruments, the settler mortality variable does not allow institu-
tions to pass even the first stage if policy variables are included. Neither of the 
two political institutions variables, executive constraints or political and civil 
liberties, is significant when policy variables are included (these results are not 
shown). 

Table 11.5 shows two important results for the currency valuation policy 
variable. First, for a very large set of models, at least one of the two currency 
valuation variables (initial level of valuation or average annual change in valu-
ation from 1980 to 2010) is significant. Second, the coefficients do not vary 
much across the instruments or the institutions chosen to be in the model. 
Broadly speaking, the coefficient is –0.01 for CV and –0.76 for dCV. The coef-
ficients are very similar to those obtained by a variety of different methods. 

As an illustration of the large set of regressions/models estimated, table 
11.6 reports the specific results for two samples—the Acemoglu et al. (2003) 
64-country sample and a developing-country sample; for two models—the 
level model (with just institution as a right hand side variable) and the growth 
model (with institution plus log initial income per capita plus currency valu-
ation variables); and for two institutions—expropriation risk and executive 
constraints. In each case, the instrument used is log settler mortality, from 
Acemoglu et al. (2003). For average change in currency valuation, the level 
of fertility is used as an instrument variable. Summarizing the results: The 
institution variable is more significant in the 64-country sample than in the 
developing-country sample, and the introduction of the currency valuation 
variables often renders the institution variables insignificant.

CHAPTER TITLE 69

Table 11.4    Currency valuation versus institutions

Model type Number

 Percent of coe�cients signi�cant 

Currency valuation

Institutions

Initial  
valuation                   

(1980)

Change in 
valuation 

(1980–2011)

All models 4,204 79

Only institutions 1,680 43

Institutions plus initial 
currency valuation

1,785 18 30

Institutions with initial 
plus change in currency 
valuation

739 18 68 73

Notes: Institutions are instrumented by the di�erent instrument variables outlined in the text and table 11.3; aver-
age change in currency valuation instrumented by log (change in share of worker population).

Source: See text.
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The chapter started with the proposition that there was near universal 
acceptance of the result that institutions rule. It ends with the result that not 
only ruling is out of the question but also the presence of institutions as an 
important determinant of growth is open to serious question. The result is 
not that institutions do not matter. Of course they do, and they matter a lot 
for the well-being of any society. Good institutions are very desirable. The only 
residual doubt is whether institutions are the result or the cause of growth. 
The results of this chapter suggest that they are very much the former.

70 BOOK TITLE

Table 11.5     Average values and signi�cance of currency valuation in  
the presence of institutions

Models
Number of 

models

Success 
ratio  

(percent)

Average value,  
currency valuation

Initial Change

Models with only initial currency valuation

Coe�cient not signi�cant 2,463 61 –0.004

Coe�cient signi�cant 1,590 39 –0.015

Models with both initial and change in currency valuation

Neither coe�cient signi�cant 330 22 –0.013 –0.830

Both coe�cients signi�cant 927 61 –0.013 –0.820

Only initial currency valuation  
    signi�cant

56 4 –0.015 –0.580

Only change in currency valuation  
    signi�cant

199 13 –0.011 –0.825

Total models/average valuations 5,565 –0.012 –0.760

Source: See text.
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Table 11.6     Role of institutions in growth

Dependent variable

Instruments

Log (settler mortality rate in 19th century) Middle class in 1850 Education in 1870

Institution

Currency valuation

Institution

Currency valuation

Institution

Currency valuation

Initial Change Initial Change Initial Change

A. Institution = Risk

Acemoglu et al. (2003) sample  
(64 countries)

Log income per capita (2010) 1.02*** 0.77*** 0.71***

Growth rate per capita  
    (1980–2010)

2.56*** –0.011** –0.3**9 1.22*** –0.017*** –0.68*** 0.59*** –0.023*** –0.88***

Developing-country sample 
(58 countries)

Log income per capita (2010) 1.39*** 4.53*** –2.53***

Growth rate per capita  
    (1980–2010)

1.09*** –0.018** –0.79** –0.44*** –0.028*** –1.19*** 2.6**** –0.009*** –0.21***

B. Institution = Executive constraints

Acemoglu et al. (2003) sample 
(64 countries)

Log income per capita (2010) 1.07*** 0.74*** 0.65***

Growth rate per capita  
    (1980–2010)

–0.74*** –0.031** –1.31** 0.84*** –0.010*** –0.59*** 0.53*** –0.011*** –0.63***

Developing-country sample  
(58 countries)

Log income per capita (2010) 1.28*** 0.53*** 0.25***

Growth rate per capita  
    (1980–2010)

0.91*** –0.017** –0.85** 0.052** –0.026*** –1*****) –0.06*** –0.035*** –1.05***

Notes: Statistical signi�cance: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Instrument for change in currency valuation is the level of fertility; see Rose and Supaat (2007).
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